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Blog MarketingMcGraw-Hill, 2005
What if you could listen to millions of people--customers, employees, competitors, partners, even the media--as they candidly discuss your company, your products, and your advertising? And what if you were able to use this real, up-to-the-minute feedback to determine exactly what your customers want and how to improve your business...
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WordPerfect 12 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Make PDFs, use templates, and print envelopes and labels
Here's the perfect way to create and format documents for print or the Web     

Maybe it's a revolutionary thought, but could it be you just want to use your word-processing program to create great-looking, readable documents? Perfect! This friendly guide will get you going with...
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Windows Sockets Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995
Windows Sockets (WinSock), a standard network API co-developed by PC  network industry leaders including Microsoft, Novell, Hewlett-Packard,  and FTP Software, is an extraordinary resource for Windows network  programmers. This book will enable you to reap WinSock's full benefits  to create client and server network applications for use on any...
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Why the Bottom Line ISN'T!: How to Build Value Through People and OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Why the Bottom Line Isn’t! began when the authors asked a simple question: How can two companies in the same industry with similar earnings have vastly different market values? In answering that question, authors Dave Ulrich and Norm Smallwood demystify theories of intangible value and show that the bottom line is about much more...
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Compensating the Sales Force: A Practical Guide to Designing Winning Sales Reward Programs, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The classic guide to raising your bottom line with the perfect compensation strategy—fully revised and updated!


	Sales compensation WORKS!


	Nothing motivates a sales force better than a powerful compensation program. And when your salespeople are motivated, revenue soars. But how do you design a program...
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Execution Plain and Simple: Twelve Steps to Achieving Any Goal on Time and On BudgetMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Specific Steps to Accelerate Achievement of Goals and Turn Strategy Into Payoff, for Those Who Have To Execute.
Robert A. Neiman has helped major corporations achieve major gains in performance and profitability. He has put his experience on paper for managers who know their organizations have much more potential, can and must do better, and...
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Cool Careers For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
Features more than 500 profiles of cool careers    

    The fun and easy way® to find the career and job that's right for you!    

    Want to love your work? Need a new job but are stuck? No worries! This friendly guide shows you great careers you may not have thought of and helps you land a...
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Beginning iPhone 3 Development: Exploring the iPhone SDKApress, 2009
Are you a programmer looking for a new challenge? Does the thought of building your very own iPhone app make your heart race and your pulse quicken? If so, Beginning iPhone 3 Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK is just the book for you. Updated and revised for iPhone SDK 3, many of the discussions in the original book have been clarified...
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Achieving DevOps: A Novel About Delivering the Best of Agile, DevOps, and MicroservicesApress, 2019

	
		
			Ben is stuck. A development lead with a strong vision for how the intersection of development and operations at his office can be improved, he can’t help but feel overwhelmed and discouraged by common problems such as slow turnaround time, rushed and ineffective handover documentation, mounting technical debt, and a...
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Python 2.1 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Python 2.1 can do it, you can do it too … Packed with crystal-clear explanations, hands-on examples, and a complete language reference, this authoritative guide gives you all the tools you need for rapid application development with Python 2.1. From variables, expressions, and other basics to XML, multimedia, and multithreading, Python...
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Facebook Me! A Guide to Socializing, Sharing, and Promoting on Facebook (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010

	With more than 500 million active users around the world and still growing steadily, Facebook is more than just another social media site. In the words of author Dave Awl, Facebook is “the new town square”—the place where people gather to discuss the news of the day as well as share what’s going on in their lives. And...
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File Interchange Handbook: For professional images, audio and metadataFocal Press, 2004

	The authoritative work on file formats for global film and television!

	

	The FILE INTERCHANGE HANDBOOK is a must-have reference for every film and video professional moving to computer based production and distribution. It is the only book that gives a complete scrutiny and breakdown of all file formats for...
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